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Coincident indicator increases by 3.3% on a yearly basis in March 2017

The coincident indicator, the composite indicator of economic activity in Lebanon monitored by 
the Central Bank, reached 306.2 points in March 2017, increasing by 3.3% from 296.5 points 
recorded in March 2016 and reporting an increase of 0.3% when compared to February 2017.

Overall, during the period from March 2016 to March 2017, the coincident indicator recorded 
nine monthly increases: March until May 2016, and in the months of August, October, November 
2016 and from January until March 2017.

The coincident indicator is an average of eight weighted economic indicators including electricity 
production, cement deliveries, cleared checks, money supply M3, passenger flows, imports of 
petroleum derivatives, total imports, and exports.

The coincident indicator 
registered 306.2 points in 
March 2017, going up by 
a yearly 3.3% from 296.5 
points registered in March 
2016.

Source: BDL, Bankmed Research
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Trade deficit increases by 5.8% in the first  quarter of 2017 

Lebanon’s foreign trade deficit reached USD 4,221 million in the first quarter of 2017, a 5.8% 
widening compared to deficit of USD 3,988 million recorded during the same period in 2016. 
Exports increased by a yearly 15.1% in the first quarter of 2017 to reach USD 730 million, while 
imports witnessed a yearly 7.1% rise to reach USD 4,951 million during the same mentioned 
period.

In terms of country of origin, imports from China accounted for the largest share (8.7%) of 
Lebanon’s total imports in the first quarter of 2017, with a value of about USD 432 million, followed 
by Greece and Italy with respective shares of 8.5% and 6.8%. Imports of mineral products topped 
the list of Lebanese imports accounting for 23.5% of the total, followed by vehicles (8.2%), and 
precious metals (6.6%).

As for country of destination, South Africa took the largest share of exports from Lebanon over 
the same period, accounting for 14.4% of the total (USD 105.4 million), followed by Syria with 
an 10.7% share (USD 77.9 million), and United Arab Emirates with a 8.8% share (USD 64.6 million). 
Precious metals topped Lebanese exports accounting for 24.4% of the total, followed by 
electrical machinery & equipment (6.1%), and nuclear reactors (5.1%).

Total imports increased 
by a yearly 7.1% to reach 
USD 4,951 million in the 
first quarter of 2017, while 
total exports increased by  
15.1% to reach USD 730 
million.

Imports from China 
accounted for the largest 
share (8.7%) of Lebanon’s 
total imports in the first 
quarter of 2017, while South 
Africa took the largest share 
of Lebanese exports  over 
the same period accounting 
for 14.4% of total exports.

Source: Lebanese Customs, Bankmed Research

Source: Lebanese Customs, Bankmed Research 
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The total number of 
arriving passengers 
reached 1,089,431 in 
January-April 2017, 
up by a yearly 8.2%, 
while the number of 
departing passengers 
rose by a yearly 7.6% 
to reach 1,150,577.

Airport passengers increase by a yearly 7.9% in the first four months of 2017
 
The total number of passengers (excluding transfers) at Beirut-Rafik Hariri International Airport 
(BIA) reached 2,239,988 passengers in January-April 2017, registering a yearly 7.9% rise when 
compared to the same period in 2016. The number of arriving passengers reached 1,089,431 
in January-April 2017, up by a yearly 8.2%, while the number of departing passengers rose by 
a yearly 7.6% to reach 1,150,577. The number of transiting passengers dropped to 1,139 in the 
first four months of 2017 from 5,786 reported during the same period in 2016. 

A closer look on the aircraft activity shows that both landings and take-offs dropped by a yearly 
2.9% and reached 10,369 and 10,371 planes, respectively. In addition, BIA processed 26,499 
tons of cargo up by 2.2% when compared to the same period in 2016 of which 26,283 tons of 
freight and 216 tons of mail.

Source: Beirut-Rafik Hariri International Airport (BIA), Bankmed Research
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Revenues at the Port of Beirut drop in the first four months of 2017

According to the latest figures released by the Port of Beirut, its total income reached USD 74.2 million
in the first four months of 2017, reporting a yearly 4.4% drop when compared to USD 77.6 million 
reported during the same period in 2016.

Over the same period, the number of imported cars via the port of Beirut reached 39,884 
increasing by a yearly 13.8% from 35,050 reported during the first four months 2016, while the 
number of containers (excluding transshipment) increased by an annual 2.6% to reach 271,830.

As for the number of transshipments, it increased by 3.1% in the first four months of 2017 
compared to the same period in 2016 to reach 118,596 containers. The number of ships that 
used the port during the first four months of 2017 dropped by 9.7%, amounting to a total of 704 ships.

The number of imported
cars via the Port of Beirut
increased by 13.8% in the 
first four months of 2017 
compared to the same 
period in 2016 to reach 
39,884 while the number 
of containers at the 
Port of Beirut, including 
transshipment, increased 
by a yearly 2.8% to reach
390,426.
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Source: Port of Beirut, Bankmed Research 
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Local currency term 
deposits “M2” increased 
by USD 63 million during 
the week of April 27 and 
May 04, 2017 and reached 
USD 54.58 billion.

Deposits denominated in foreign currencies expand by USD 98 million during the week 
of April 27 and May 04, 2017
 
On the monetary front, the overall money supply “M4” increased by 119 million during the week 
of April 27 and May 04, 2017 to around USD 141.95 billion, while the non-banking sector treasury 
bills portfolio decreased by USD 42 million during the same week.

Lebanese Pound denominated deposits and currency in circulation “M1” increased by 3.1%(or 
USD 192 million) during the aforementioned week to USD 6.39 billion. In parallel, local currency 
term deposits “M2” increased by USD 63 million during the same week to stand at USD 54.58 billion.

The private sector term and saving deposits denominated in LBP (M2-M1) decreased 
by USD 129 million during the mentioned week to around USD 48.19 billion, while deposits 
denominated in foreign currencies (M3-M2) expanded by USD 98 million during the week to reach 
USD 80.28 billion.
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